
disguise and Move.ai’s Real-Time Markerless
Motion Capture Solution is Now Available

Invisible is a complete technology bundle for real-

time markerless motion capture developed in

partnership with Move.ai

The Invisible Solution Brings Real-time

Characters and Effects to Productions of

all Sizes and Budgets

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, May 31,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- disguise

has announced the immediate

availability of Invisible — a complete

technology bundle for real-time

markerless motion capture developed

in partnership with Move.ai. By

removing the need for markers,

wearable suits and long calibration

setups, Invisible allows anyone to

easily mirror their movements onto a

character rig within disguise’s Designer software, all in real time. 

The solution — which can track up to two people at once — leverages Move.ai’s patented

Invisible real-time markerless mocap software to extract natural human motion from video using

advanced AI. Faster, easier and more cost-effective live motion capture on set or on stage is

here!

Whether it’s for a live broadcast watched by millions, a concert crossing into the metaverse or

the latest feature film, creative teams can leverage the Invisible solution to stand out to

audiences in new ways. For broadcasters, the motion capture data can be used to drive gesture-

triggered graphs and scene changes or accurate shadows for talent on set. For filmmakers, it

enables the capture of 3D characters that seamlessly interact with real actors or even drive

movement-triggered effects like smoke and fire. For live event companies, the Invisible solution

can transport performers into a game universe with avatars that instantly replicate their

movements, without restrictive and expensive mocap suits.

No compromises need be made to creative vision, with motion capture data directly integrated

into the disguise Designer software for complete control and visibility throughout production.

The Invisible software integrates with the scalable processing capabilities of disguise hardware,

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.disguise.one/en/
https://www.move.ai/


ensuring a high-fidelity real-time output to LED stages and virtual production volumes of various

sizes. 

Additional benefits for customers include:

Stress-free creativity — Talent can act without restrictions, enabling them to give their best

performance.

Faster turnarounds — Get real-time motion capture that’s set up and ready to go in a matter of

hours, not weeks. 

More cost-effective productions — Save time and money by eliminating the need for extensive

post-production work, all while no longer needing to transport cast and crew to new locations.

Automated graphics — In broadcast and xR productions, graphics are typically triggered

manually by an operator, requiring rigorous choreographing and tracking systems and an

expensive Capex procurement model for multi-cam systems. With Invisible, you can simply

automate your graphics by triggering them through movement.

To demonstrate the powerful integration that stems from the disguise and Move.ai partnership,

experimental creative studio FutureDeluxe took its multi-platform Spirits 3.0 avatars into Unreal

Engine. It then built a custom environment for an interactive, markerless motion capture

experience on stage at Cannes Film Festival earlier this month. 

Svet Lapcheva, Executive Producer / Client Partner at FutureDeluxe, said, “We're exceptionally

excited to have created the demo for the Invisible solution showcase at Cannes. Working directly

with disguise and Move.ai allowed us to create a visual experience that looked and worked

brilliantly thanks to the seamless integration between both platforms. Markerless motion

tracking in Unreal Engine opens up vast creative possibilities that allow directors, designers and

artists to achieve much more in a faster and more reliable way, while seeing a final quality

product at every stage of creation.”

About the Invisible solution 

The Invisible solution is a bundled offering supported exclusively by disguise. It includes the

following components:

- disguise MX Move data processing hardware, purpose-built to run the Invisible software; 

- FLIR Blackfly® S GigE machine vision cameras;

- TAMRON 2.8mm, Goyo 3.5mm or LCM 4mm fixed focal length camera lenses, depending on the

size of the LED volume;

- Netgear MS510TXPP network switch, supplying power over Ethernet for the cameras.

The bundle is now available and comes in three different sizes — small, medium and large —

https://futuredeluxe.com/


depending on the size of your setup and the amount of performers you are looking to track. To

enable real-time markerless motion capture with the Invisible solution, a minimum of one

disguise vx or gx machine is also needed for graphics processing and one disguise rx II for real-

time rendering.

Find out more here. 

# # #

About disguise

disguise has a twenty-year history powering the world’s most spectacular visual experiences

including live concerts for artists like Beyonce, location-based experiences like Illuminarium,

virtual productions for Netflix and Amazon Prime and extended reality stages for companies like

Siemens and Verizon and broadcast coverage for ITV and TUDN. disguise is a real-time

production platform delivering the next dimension of visual experiences, bridging the physical

and the virtual. Its combination of 3D visualization software, cloud solutions, platform, hardware

and services provides creatives and technical teams the ability to realize any creative vision — no

matter the complexity. Recognized by the Financial Times as a 2022 Tech hero, disguise is also a

recipient of the Engineering, Science and Technology Emmy Award and Queen’s Award for

Enterprise: Innovation.

About Move.ai

Move.ai brings markerless motion capture to the masses through its proprietary technology,

Invisible – real-time markerless motion capture software using an in-studio fixed camera array

combined with on premise real-time processing powered by disguise. Using a discreet camera

array, performers simply enter the stage and are immediately automatically tracked and

rendered into a virtual scene. Either in-studio or on stage, Invisible uses real-time markerless

motion capture to capture up to two actors with a high degree of accuracy. Move.ai is already

being adopted by some of the world’s biggest game, sport and film production companies

including EA Games, Nike and Ubisoft.  

About FutureDeluxe

FutureDeluxe is a global creative studio that helps next-gen brands explore, imagine and define

their futures through aspirational visuals and experiences. A diverse coming-together of artists,

directors, designers and creative technologists, FutureDeluxe prioritizes creative collaboration

and R&D to place experimentation at the core of every project. This includes first-of-their-kind

CG idents for BBC Two, helping Google explore the future of visual search, a metaverse-ready

digital capsule collection for H&M and a radical 24/7 generative real-time AI artwork called

Poiesis. In 2023, FutureDeluxe joined forces with Toronto-based Tendril Studio to build a new



powerhouse called Forever that will reimagine the future of design, moving image and creative

technology across offices in Australia, Brazil, Canada, UK and the US. Clients include: Apple,

Converse, Microsoft, Nike, PlayStation, Sonos and Sony. Awards include: Cannes Lions, D&AD

and The British Arrows.
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